
A LIFE UPSIDE DOWN

Chapter: 847
“Wait a minute, isn’t this white man Wildron who entered the country some
time ago? He is also a master of the innate realm. He killed a lot of people
some time ago and he actually died in the hands of Lin Ziming?!”
“Don’t say anything, report it to the top!”
When the two men and women in military uniforms reported to the top and
sent someone to deal with them, Lin Ziming was already on his way home.
This time he made such a bold move and killed so many foreigners in one
breath, so naturally he relied on him.
In fact, there was no problem with killing a few foreigners when he reached
his status. To a certain extent, it was a credit.
This matter was solved by him in this way. In his heart, there was no turmoil
at all. When Chu Fei got off work, he went to pick up Chu Fei ahead of time.
Then they ate a candlelight dinner outside together and went shopping.
When the time was up, they went home and lived a very comfortable life.
On the second day, Lin Ziming began to return to Ziqiong Building. Wang
Shougui and Han Jinlong were very happy to see him back.
Quickly report to him the latest work.
Especially since this period of time, the bigwigs of all parties wanted to
meet with Lin Ziming and had already given many gifts.
Including the 14.6 billion bet compensation in the previous hunting
competition, it was also sent up and transferred to Lin Ziming’s account.
Now unconsciously, Lin Ziming’s personal account has almost 100 billion
in deposits.
With this money, he really doesn’t have to worry about it for ten lifetimes.
Of course, money already doesn’t make much sense to him.
When he reached his level, as long as he wanted money, he would be a lot
of money.
His spiritual pursuit was also different. He immediately established a new
charity structure and used the money to do charity.
After experiencing this incident, his national consciousness has become
stronger. He realized that in China, there are still many poor compatriots and
their lives are not satisfactory.
Now he has this ability to help others as much as possible.
This is to satisfy his spiritual pursuit, it is also a kind of accumulation of
virtue, and even a way of practice. Because he felt that when he reached his
realm, he wanted to go one step further, only relying on his own practice,
and he was afraid that it would be difficult to make progress. It has to be
matched with spiritual satisfaction, which is illusory, but it actually means
that.
Moreover, his charity this time is also to improve his social status. When he
does commit something, the consequences will not be that serious.
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Among other things, just take this time he can kill so many foreigners, as
long as his social contribution is enough, this is not a big crime.
For the next week, Lin Ziming didn’t have any idle time, and he never
refused to come. Everyone who came to him met and talked.
Because too many people came to him, most of the time, several people
were together. Lin Ziming had reached this status and realm, and his
majesty became heavier and heavier. Many people felt it when they faced
him. Invisible pressure.
On the seventh day, Lin Ziming ushered in a new visitor, no one, but
Ouyang Feng’s family, including Ouyang Yanran.
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